
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of process architect. We appreciate you taking the time to review the
list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the
qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for process architect

Detail understanding of the inputs to the process structured vs unstructured
layouts, different formats
Create the To Be Automated Flow future state to automate the process
Detail Robot Automation logic from the start of the process to completion of
the business transaction
Design automation flow to be unattended
Conversion of unstructured inputs to structured, if required
Clearly detail each step of business logic to be configured into the robot
Create alternate flows, nested validations and verifications to detail the
various paths a transaction can traverse through the automation flow being
designed
Detail the completion of a transaction as required by the process outputs of
the process
Leads process design sessions with key stakeholder Subject Matter Experts
(SMEs) and internal stakeholders by applying expertise of business process
analysis and business process modeling to identify current-state gaps and
develop process design/enhancement solutions
Recommends, changes, and integrates business models and processes to
support the future state of the organization

Qualifications for process architect

Example of Process Architect Job Description
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Familiarity with regulatory oversight in the pharma industry is desired,
especially in the FDA computer systems validation requirements
A minimum 5 years experience in large-scale cloud service (IaaS/PaaS/SaaS)
providers (Amazon AWS or Microsoft Azure), or a minimum 8 years
experience in large-scale software development planning in the Internet/ IT
fields
With the development of large-scale products or process tool develope
experience
In-depth knowledge and experiences with at least one industry-leading cloud
technology, such as OpenStack, CloudStack, Amazon Web Services,
Microsoft Azure, etc
In-depth understanding on organizations, processes, and development tools
related to cloud service operations in Internet companies


